SUCCESS STORY

Rebuilding SIF’s Quoting
Process for Efficiency
and Visibility
SIF, Idaho Workers’ Compensation (SIF) has been the reliable and stable source of workers’
compensation for Idaho since 1917. But processes hadn’t changed to keep up with the transforming
marketplace. Requesting a quote was initiated with a form, an option that was very time-consuming
and offered agency staff no visibility into where applications were in the process. This created friction
with the broker network. Targeting a faster system with full visibility, SIF was convinced it could
better support its agency partners by making it easier to do business with them.

The Challenge: An outdated, manual process for quoting
The entire mechanism for requesting a quote was outdated and had to be overhauled. Agency staff would submit paper/PDF applications
via mail, upload, or email, an outdated process with no visibility into the quoting process after agency staff requested a quote. If there was
missing information on an application, an underwriter would need to follow up to track it down. On average, it took six days to issue a quote,
a window of time that was unacceptable in an increasingly fast-paced world.
SIF sought to provide:
1. A streamlined method for agent staff to request a quote with faster turnaround times
2. Instant quotes for small risks
3. Visibility into the quote process/timelines
A rapid advancement in technology, a modern platform, and integration support were required. The Salesforce Industries solution was
selected to extend back-office functionality and add application support for SIF’s agency partners.
While SIF’s goal was to improve ease of doing business for its agency partners, a more automated process would also improve the efficiency
of their underwriting team, allowing them to focus on more complex, higher value business.

Building a first-of-its-kind solution for workers’ compensation insurance

SIF partnered with Silverline for implementation support. Through the partnership, SIF created a solution that was new within the Salesforce
Industries ecosystem: a broker-facing portal with automated quoting and underwriting for workers’ compensation insurance.
Silverline and SIF teams began with joint design sessions. SIF’s team contributed greatly to the design of the final product. Their team’s deep
knowledge of business processes for the industry, workers’ compensation, and the way they do business in the Idaho market assured a
solution that fit SIF’s needs. This design would ensure accuracy and completion of required data, important elements for implementation and
expansion of instant quoting.
SIF’s setting among Idaho’s great outdoors brought about the concept of a “Touch Tree.” In the wilderness, it’s a place to come back to, a
compass for direction.

“

“

Creating the touch-tree was a critical piece of
the overall concept. It provided a much-needed
visual representation to tell the user where they
were in the process, and more importantly where
they need to pick up on incomplete work, without
having to wade through the application again.

Malcolm O’Brien
Senior Business Analyst, SIF

The “Touch Tree” became an application
navigation module that breaks down each
part of the application process. No matter
where one moves around the application
process, there is a “Touch Tree” to come back
to and guide the user to the next step. The
“Touch Tree” was created with OmniStudio
components. It’s become useful in guiding
users through the data collection process
and creating documents for both the agency
staff and underwriters.
No code was written for calculating the
rates and creating the quote. Salesforce
Industries’ quoting services were used to
rate the product and create the quote via
integration procedures. The solution includes
a Salesforce Partner Community, which
serves as a hub for the agent to create and
manage their applications.
In the past, a substantial number of sub-missions were abandoned with form processing. Incomplete submissions, requests for additional
information (without response), and extended time-to-quote duration were among the primary causes. Much of this is mitigated with SIF’s
quoting portal: SIFQuote. The solution will also allow SIF to gather data on abandoned submissions to easily track those abandoned
submissions and address the underlying reason to continue minimizing abandoned quote requests.

Decreasing quoting time with a digital portal
SIFQuote dramatically advances SIF’s digital presence in the market
by replacing a traditional form-based submission process. SIF
can provide instant quotes for a small but growing subset of new
submissions. Since SIF writes a high volume of small business in the
Idaho market, reducing friction on small business submissions eases
the workload for SIF and its agency partner staff.
With automation of small business submissions and quoting,
Underwriters can focus on more complex risk decisions. This
results in better scalability and overall improved response times. The
average quoting duration has gone from six days to under an hour,
often providing a quote in minutes.

SIF’s partnership with Silverline provided the Salesforce and
Salesforce Industries expertise that was critical to delivering the
solution. Their guidance on the platform and technology to support
creative solutions to SIF’s quote and issuance problems helped
make SIFQuote a game-changer for Idaho agents. One of the core
values at SIF is innovation; that’s defined as the promise to make
workers’ compensation easier to understand and transact. SIFQuote
delivered on that promise.

About Silverline

About SIF

Silverline leverages insight acquired through thousands
of engagements along with real-world expertise gained
across the Financial Services industry, including banks and
credit unions, mortgage companies, wealth management
firms, investment banks, hedge funds, and insurance
companies. From strategy and implementation to managed services,
we guide clients through every phase of their journey — enabling
continuous value with the Salesforce platform. To learn more visit:
https://silverlinecrm.com/financial-services/

SIF, Idaho Workers’ Compensation has been the reliable and competitive
source of workers’ compensation in Idaho for over 100 years. They
support over 33,000 businesses, public, and government entities with
care, compassion, and localized service. They are proud to be a part of
their community, and to maintain relationships that allow them to continue
making their state the best place to live and work.
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